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ABSTRACT

Lenticular wave clouds are used as a natural laboratory to estimate the linear and mass growth rates of ice

particles at temperatures from 2208 to 2328C and to characterize the apparent rate of ice nucleation at

water saturation at a nearly constant temperature. Data are acquired from 139 liquid cloud penetrations

flown approximately along or against the wind direction. A mean linear ice growth rate of about 1.4 mm s21,

relatively independent of particle size (in the range 100–400 mm) and temperature is deduced. Using the

particle size distributions measured along the wind direction, the rate of increase in the ice water content

(IWC) is calculated from the measured particle size distributions using theory and from those distributions

by assuming different ice particle densities; the IWC is too small to be measured. Very low ice effective

densities, ,0.1 g cm23, are needed to account for the observed rate of increase in the IWC and the un-

expectedly high linear growth rate.

Using data from multiple penetrations through a narrow (along wind) and thin wave cloud with relatively

flat airflow streamlines, growth rate calculations are used to estimate where the ice particles originate and

whether the ice is nucleated in a narrow band or over an extended period of time. The calculations are

consistent with the expectation that the ice formation occurs near the leading cloud edge, presumably through

a condensation–freezing process. The observed ice concentration increase along the wind is more likely due to

a variation in ice growth rates than to prolonged ice nucleation.

1. Introduction

Primary ice nucleation and secondary ice production

processes are poorly understood. They are driven by

thermodynamics and aerosol properties, they are af-

fected by natural and anthropogenic sources, and the

need for better understanding is evidenced by large un-

certainties in the ability to model precipitation pro-

duction and to predict climate changes. Heterogeneous

freezing on ice nuclei (IN) is thought to initiate the ice

phase in most clouds at temperatures between about

258 and 2388C, but it is poorly known where and how

the ice particles are first formed and which aerosol

particles are important as IN for most clouds. Identifi-

cation of ice just after its production is observationally

difficult. Measurements in clouds have lacked the res-

olution to sample adequately early ice in clouds or the

nuclei that influence ice crystal formation. Crystal con-

centrations are often below the 1–10-L21 detection level of

most modern particle probes; and if the crystals are pro-

duced through drop freezing, their quasi-spherical shapes

render them difficult to distinguish from water droplets.

Only under simple growth conditions is it possible to

investigate the initial and early development of ice par-

ticles. Lenticular wave clouds are an attractive target

because the particles can develop in a laboratory-like

thermodynamic environment. Wave clouds develop over

a wide range of temperatures and with weak to strong

vertical velocities, thus simulating the updraft conditions

in more complex convective cloud environments. In

addition, their quasi-steady-state behavior allows ice
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processes to be studied over an extended period when

repeated penetrations of the cloud can be made with

instrumented aircraft.

a. Results from lenticular wave cloud studies

What can be learned from nearly constant altitude

penetrations from the upwind to downwind regions of

wave clouds that would complement observations of

early ice particle development derived from laboratory

experiments? Particle habit change with time and tem-

perature is a good example. Baker and Lawson (2006)

describe observations of ice particles that grew in wave

clouds at temperatures between 2158 and 2608C, with

the bulk of the observations between 2208 and 2408C.

They found the dominant crystal type by mass to be

polycrystals—they refer to them as the rosette shape—

including pristine bullet rosettes, mixed-habit rosettes,

rosettes with side planes, and platelike polycrystals. They

also found budding rosettes (,200 mm in diameter, with

relatively short bullets) and small and large irregular

habits. Plates were rarely observed. The riming threshold

sizes for wave cloud particles were characterized: column

widths of about 50–80 mm with corresponding lengths of

about 125–300 mm, bullet rosette diameters from 100

to 300 mm, and side planes of about the same as the

rosette size range.

These findings are consistent with the laboratory studies

of Bailey and Hallett (2004, 2009, hereafter BH04 and

BH09) at water saturation but without the presence of

cloud droplets, where platelike polycrystals were obser-

ved to dominate the habit distribution between 2208

and 2408C, and bullet rosettes and columns predomi-

nated at temperatures below 2408C. According to BH04

and BH09, bullet rosettes that fall to warmer platelike

growth temperatures, in the absence of riming, develop

side planes from the core of the polycrystal where plate-

like structures emerge when stimulated to grow by the

warmer platelike growth temperature. A distinction

between the BH04/BH09 studies and those of Baker

and Lawson (2006) likely has to do with the presence of

droplets. As suggested by the latter authors, side plane–

type crystals can develop their characteristic structure

from sites of riming on the substrates of crystals of other

types (columns, rosettes).

Wave clouds provide ideal environments for charac-

terizing the mode(s) of ice nucleation and the sources

of the ice nuclei. These are achieved by measuring ice

number concentration and residuals of aerosols that

populate the cloud ice (e.g., Twohy and Poellot 2005) as

a function of the location and time that parcels have

resided in the liquid water region as a function of tem-

perature, and relating them to aerosol and IN source

regions. For temperatures above about 2388C, earlier

observations in European wave clouds suggested a lim-

ited role for deposition nucleation (e.g., Field et al. 2001).

They asserted that heterogeneous nucleation occurs in

the supercooled liquid water region; the ice grows and

then remains in the descending part of the wave as the

droplets evaporate (Cooper and Vali 1981; Field et al.

2001; Baker and Lawson 2006). For one lenticular cloud

studied during the Ice in Clouds Experiment—Layer

Clouds (ICE-L), observations and modeling indicate

that ice crystals formed by freezing of deliquescent cloud

condensation nuclei and/or immersion freezing, with a

concentration of aerosol larger than 0.5 mm, were a good

predictor of ice nuclei concentrations (Eidhammer et al.

2010). Dust aerosols that derived from dry lake beds

located in the Great Basin region in Utah acted as the

primary ice nuclei in another ICE-L wave cloud (Pratt

et al. 2010). In ICE-L clouds, Twohy et al. (2010) showed

a positive correlation among large aerosols, biomass

burning aerosol types, heterogeneous IN, and ice con-

centrations in wave clouds. DeMott et al. (2010) noted

that aerosol particles larger than 0.5 mm were strongly

correlated with ice nuclei concentrations in diverse

geographical regions of the globe.

Prior to ICE-L, observations by Field et al. (2001) and

references cited therein indicated that ice formed in the

descending branch of the wave cloud and suggested a

role for evaporation freezing by contact nucleation oc-

curring from inside the droplet (referred to as ‘‘inside-out’’;

Durant and Shaw 2005). However, such an association

has not yet been found for the ICE-L data. Using a 1D

kinematic model to simulate ice production in 30 of the

wave cloud penetrations during ICE-L, Part II of this

study (Field et al. 2010, manuscript submitted to J. Atmos.

Sci.; hereafter Part II) finds a positive correlation be-

tween modeled concentrations of ice particles and the

concentration of aerosols larger than 0.5 mm, for a con-

densation or immersion freezing mechanism.

Wave clouds additionally provide an environment to

evaluate airborne instrumentation, thereby facilitating

the characterization of the wave cloud growth environ-

ment. Relative humidities measured by probes employ-

ing different techniques can be readily evaluated, using

water and ice saturated conditions in the upward and

downward moving branches of the waves, respectively,

as reference points (Heymsfield and Miloshevich 1995).

Ice water content (IWC) and particle size distribution

(PSD) measurements along wave cloud streamlines can

be evaluated directly (Gerber et al. 1998), and measure-

ments from different probes covering the same size range

can be evaluated directly and against each other (see

section 3). By making ice nuclei measurements upwind

of a wave cloud and ice concentrations within the cloud,

IN measurement techniques can be evaluated (DeMott
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et al. 1998). Furthermore, agreement between the IN

counter results and the model-derived IN concentrations

in Part II suggests that freezing rates are rapid enough for

the short residence time of the IN counter to be effective

for temperatures colder than 2248C.

Wave clouds provide an environment for measuring

ice crystal linear and mass growth rates over a wide range

of conditions, thus filling gaps in knowledge imposed by

difficulties of growing ice crystals in the laboratory.

Although wave clouds have not been used for growth

rate studies, measurements could build upon such ob-

servations drawn from earlier laboratory studies.

b. Laboratory growth rate studies

What are the main findings from the laboratory growth

rate studies, and can wave cloud observations be used to

supplement them? Ryan et al. (1976, hereafter RWS76)

measured the linear and mass growth rates of ice particles

in free fall growing by vapor diffusion at temperatures

from 238 to 2218C and at water-saturated conditions

over periods from 50 to 150 s at a pressure of 1000 hPa.

Takahashi et al. (1991, hereafter T91), building on labo-

ratory measurements by Takahashi and Fukuta (1988),

measured the growth of ice particles freely suspended in

a vertical wind tunnel at 10 temperatures from 248 to

2228C over periods of 3–30 min at water saturation.

Particles grew by diffusion and accretion, with a mean

droplet diameter of about 8 mm. Atmospheric pressure

during growth was 1010 hPa.

The RWS76 and T91 studies produced similar results,

with the sizes that grew in the T91 studies being much

larger because of their larger growth times. Growth along

the c axis—needles and columns—predominated at tem-

peratures between about 238 and 298C (Figs. 1a,d).

Growth along the a axis—plates through dendritic

crystals—predominated at temperatures from 298 to

2208C. The peak linear growth rates on the order of

several to 10 mm s21 occurred at a temperature near

2158C (Figs. 1b,e), where the ratio of the a- to c-axis

growth was particularly large (Figs. 1a,d); a secondary

peak in the linear growth rate occurred near 258C.

RWS76 found linear growth rates to be somewhat higher

after 100 s than before (Fig. 1b), presumably where

ventilation effects become appreciable; this change in

the growth rates was not notable in the T91 data (Fig. 1e).

RWS76 and T91 cast the ice mass density of the crystals

in terms of the bulk density, defined as the particle mass

divided by its volume rb. We extend the definition of

their densities to an effective density re, which is the

mass divided by the volume of a sphere of the maximum

dimension of the particle. Hollows at the ends of co-

lumnar crystals and open growth of dendritic crystals

lead to relatively low ice bulk densities near 258

and 2158C (Figs. 1c,f). Mean values of rb are about

0.4–0.7 g cm23, whereas values of re are an order of

magnitude smaller.

BH04 and BH09 measured ice linear and mass growth

rates near water saturation at temperatures from 2208

to 2408C (and below) and at atmospheric pressures that

are realistic for those temperatures, from particles sup-

ported on filaments. Particle types were characterized

by platelike polycrystalline shapes (sp, Fig. 2a); large,

thin, overlapping skeletal and sector-like plates (pla);

and columns (col). These growth rates decreased ap-

proximately exponentially with temperature below 2208C

(Figs. 2a,b), with linear growth rates still near 1 mm s21

noted at 2208C (Fig. 2a). Linear growth rates were fastest

for the spatial particles, with lower rates for the plates and

columns; factor of 2 differences between habits are noted.

Bulk densities are relatively low, with little difference

among habits but with a tendency for lower densities

as temperatures increased (Fig. 2c).

Westbrook et al. (2008) calculated that the linear and

mass growth rates derived from theory for freely grow-

ing ice crystals were significantly greater than those mea-

sured by BH04 for suspended crystals, arguing that the

vapor field may have been strongly affected by neighbor-

ing crystals, restricting the vapor supply. An alternative

explanation is that the growth of complex, 3D-type poly-

crystals responded to complex vapor fields in their vicinity

relative to those found for pristine ice.

Riming should enhance crystal linear and mass growth

rates in supercooled cloud. Drawing upon the laboratory

growth studies of T91 and Takahashi and Fukuta (1988),

Fig. 3 compares ice linear and mass crystal growth by

diffusion alone to growth in supercooled cloud with a liq-

uid water content of about 0.1 g m23 and a mean droplet

diameter of 8 mm. The data are segregated into three

temperature ranges that exhibit characteristic crystal

habits, and those crystals that did rime in the liquid cloud

growth experiments are identified. Note that the atmo-

spheric pressure during growth is slightly different in the

two studies: 1000 versus 800 hPa, respectively, and for the

rimed experiments masses were measured for all crystals

but diameter was not always obtained. Linear growth rates

are fastest in the 2128 to 2188C temperature range, not

surprisingly, and remain at nearly 1 mm s21 throughout

the growth periods, whereas for the lower and higher

temperature ranges linear growth rates slow with size and

time (left panels). Mass growth rates continue to increase

with time throughout the growth periods (right panels).

Although there is considerable scatter in the results,

growth via diffusion and accretion does not markedly

increase the sizes over diffusion alone, at least for the

conditions used in the T91 study. The sample size was

small, though. The slope of the rimed crystal mass versus
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time appears to be higher than that for the unrimed crys-

tals, suggesting enhanced mass growth rates. For refer-

ence, arrows in Fig. 3 point to crystal riming threshold

sizes and 25% crystal areal coverage for the relevant crystal

types from the Reinking (1979) study. Crystals fell to the

ground and riming was identified using a microscope. The

threshold size for riming in the experiments is similar to

these ground-based observations. Given the sizes where

25% of the crystal area is covered by rime, it is not sur-

prising that the laboratory measurements do not show

stronger influences from riming.

To summarize, the RWS76 and T91 studies measured

ice crystal growth rates at temperatures from about

238 to 2238C and at water saturated conditions where

habits were dominated by pristine, single hexagonal ice

crystals, except near the lower end of that temperature

range. The particles were freely falling, and enhanced

growth through ventilation could have been significant

at the larger sizes considered. Riming onset occurs at sizes

of 100–300 mm, depending on the habit, but for sizes up

to 400 mm or above the riming onset does not appear to

have a dramatic effect on linear and mass growth rates.

FIG. 1. Laboratory growth of pristine ice particles as a function of temperature at water

saturation, adapted from the studies of (left) RWS76 and (right) T91. (a),(d) Increase in

a- and c-axis dimensions with time. (b),(e) Linear growth rates. (c),(f) Mean bulk and ef-

fective densities.
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The laboratory experiments provide a relatively complete

depiction of how pristine, hexagonal ice particles and rimed

crystals develop during their early growth over this tem-

perature range, with the exception that the pressure levels

for growth were at 800–1000 hPa, so we do not see the

more rapid growth that occurs at pressure levels repre-

sentative of ICE-L conditions.

Although some morphological differences can be

expected when growth occurs at sub-water-saturated

conditions, growth rate calculations can be used as a first

approximation to extend those results to lower pressures

and ice supersaturations. BH04 grew ice crystals that

were supported on filaments and measured their growth

rates with temperature and with pressures that correspond

approximately to the ambient temperatures studied.

Considering their results for 2408 , T , 2208C,

simple hexagonal crystal shapes and polycrystals are

observed at a given temperature, with corresponding

habit-dependent linear growth rates. Complex crystal

shapes of the types generated in the BH04 study were

observed at comparable temperatures in the wave clouds

sampled by Baker and Lawson (2006), adding realism

to the laboratory measurements. Because the BH04

measurements focused on particles that were generally

smaller than 300 mm in maximum dimension where

ventilation enhancements are considered to be small,

growth on the supporting filaments would not likely have

had a significant impact on the growth rates over the par-

ticle size range they studied. However, given the discrep-

ancy between the observations and theory and perhaps

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, growth rates derived from BH04 and BH09, at conditions within a few

percent of water saturation and at pressures that decrease with temperature, for particles

generally 300 mm and below. The data are shown for all habits combined (all) and partitioned

according to whether they were polycrystals (sp), plates (pla), or columns (col): (a) linear

growth rates, (b) mass growth rates, and (c) effective density.
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effects due to the complex geometry of crystals that grow

at temperatures below 2208C, there is clearly a need to

estimate their growth rates at water saturation where

complex crystals form; these conditions are relevant for

particles initially developing in altocumulus and deep

convective clouds.

Results from earlier laboratory studies can be aug-

mented by growth rates derived from wave cloud obser-

vations because (a) the number of particles considered

can be greatly increased; (b) limitations associated with

the suspension of ice particles—filaments that restrict en-

hanced growth by ventilation, for example—are removed;

and (c) ice nucleation is representative of the freezing

process occurring in natural clouds, a potentially impor-

tant factor that determines the initial ice particle size and

resulting distribution of ice particle habits. Drawing

upon the ICE-L measurements through orographic wave

clouds at multiple levels with numerous particle probes

covering a wide range of sizes, the objectives of this study

are threefold: 1) to evaluate new airborne instruments

that can more precisely provide data relevant to ice crystal

linear and mass growth rate studies, 2) to expand upon the

laboratory measurements of ice crystal growth rates for

single ice particles via diffusion at temperatures between

FIG. 3. Comparison of diffusion-grown crystals to those that grew in an environment with

an LWC of about 0.1 g m23 in the laboratory experiments of T91 and Takahashi and Fukuta

(1988). (left) Maximum dimension vs growth time. (right) Mass vs growth time: (top to

bottom) thick plates, branched plates, and thick plates–columns. Data kindly provided by

T. Takahashi.
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2208 and 2408C, and 3) to evaluate whether ice nucle-

ation is nearly instantaneous or occurs over a period of

time after water saturation is reached.

In section 2, we discuss the ICE-L dataset and in

section 3 present the observations of ice crystal growth

rates. Conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2. ICE-L data and instrument evaluation

a. Data collection

The data reported here were collected during the Ice

in Clouds Experiment—Layer Clouds (http://www.eol.

ucar.edu/projects/ice-l/). In situ and remote sensing data

were collected from the National Science Foundation

(NSF) C-130 aircraft operated by the National Center

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The C-130 was

equipped with a full complement of spectrometers to

measure aerosol, cloud droplet, and ice size distributions.

Two scattering probes were used to measure the PSD in

sizes from 1 to 50 mm: an open-path cloud droplet probe

[CDP; 3–43 mm, Droplet Measurement Technologies

(DMT)] and a forward-scattering spectrometer probe

[FSSP; 0.8–50 mm, manufactured by Particle Measuring

Systems (PMS) with electronic updates by DMT]. The

PSD and the particle cross-sectional areas for particle

diameters 50–6000 mm were measured by probes that

provided two-dimensional images of the particles: a cloud

particle imager [CPI; ;(20–600) mm, Stratton Park

Engineering Co. (SPEC)], a ‘‘fast’’ two-dimensional cloud

(2DC) (50–1500 mm, PMS updated by NCAR), a 2DS

(stereo, 20–1500 mm, SPEC), a gray scale CIP, part of

a cloud and aerosol spectrometer (20–1500 mm, DMT),

and a 2DP (200–6400 mm, PMS). Redundant capabil-

ities, size overlap, and different probe designs reduced

known problems and uncertainties in the measurements

of small particles. Concentrations of ice nuclei (DeMott

et al. 2003) and condensation nuclei were also measured

(Part II). The presence of supercooled water was esti-

mated from a Rosemount Icing Probe (RICE), and the

amount from the RICE using the technique developed

by Mazin et al. (2001).

The total amount of condensed water (CWC; the sum

of the liquid and ice) was measured by a counterflow

virtual impactor (CVI; Twohy et al. 1997). The CVI

LWC derived from a well-calibrated near-infrared hu-

midity sensor has been shown to be accurate to within

about 15%, when inlet mounting location is not a factor

(Twohy et al. 2003; Davis et al. 2007). Potential flow

modeling (see King 1984; Norment 1988, and references

therein) suggests that at the CVI’s mounting location

on the C-130, 38 cm from the fuselage, there may be

concentration enhancements for particles with small

aerodynamic diameters and a shadow zone for larger

particles. Because of this large uncertainty, which is

exacerbated in ice clouds due to uncertainties in ice

aerodynamic diameters, CVI CWCs are not used

quantitatively in our analysis below.

A 3.2-mm upward- and downward-viewing Doppler

cloud radar (WCR) and an upward-viewing two-wavelength

polarization lidar (WCL), operated by the University

of Wyoming, provided remote sensing data. Relative

humidity was measured with a Maycomm Instruments

tunable diode laser hygrometer (TDL) and a Buck Re-

search chilled mirror hygrometer. Research-grade in-

struments measured the temperature, pressure, and air

vertical motions (derived from a combination of mea-

surements from inertial reference, GPS, and radome

gust systems).

Wave clouds were sampled on nine days in 2007. A

typical cloud is shown in the photograph of Fig. 4. Two

regions of wave clouds were sampled on each of the days

except for RF01 and RF02. Upon arriving at the cloud to

be studied (e.g., Figs. 4 and 5), transects were conducted

along the wind direction from the leading to trailing edges

of the wave clouds, alternating with reverse headings,

with additional legs extending upwind and below cloud

base to characterize the thermodynamics, vertical veloc-

ity, and condensate and aerosol particle size distributions,

if present, in the pre-cloud environment (e.g., Figs. 5 and

6). The average number of penetrations per cloud was

nine. For each flight leg, upwind and trailing edges of the

liquid wave cloud layer were identified and a mean layer

wind direction and speed derived. Horizontal wind speeds

and directions did not vary by more than a few meters per

second through the cloud layers (e.g., Fig. 6). Using the

FIG. 4. Wave cloud sampled over Elk Mountain, WY, on 13 Dec

2007 (RF11). The time is 1642 UTC, temperature at the aircraft

level is 2238C, and the altitude is 5.5 km. The picture is looking

toward the west, approximately into the wind.
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mean wind direction and speed and the liquid cloud edge

as a marker, distance and advection time along the wave

cloud streamlines were defined by projecting the flight

track onto the direction of the horizontal wind for each

flight leg.

Sampling through the vertical cloud depth allowed us

to characterize the temperature and wind structure

through the cloud layers. The average depth of the liquid

cloud layer sampled (generally from cloud bottom to

top) was 0.96 km. For a given pressure level, the warmest

temperatures were generally noted where liquid water

and mixed-phase conditions (liquid from the RICE plus

ice as observed from 2DC probe particle data) occurred

in the upward moving parts of the cloud; the coolest

temperatures were noted in the out-of-cloud (upwind of

the leading cloud edge) environment (Fig. 6). Lapse

rates were below the moist adiabatic rates, consistent

with wave cloud thermodynamics that places them in a

stable layer (Fig. 6).

In-cloud temperatures T for the 139 flight legs span-

ned the range 2108 , T , 2408C (Fig. 7a). The mean

difference between the aircraft and wind direction, by

penetration, spanned a wide range (Fig. 7b). In the anal-

ysis that follows, we have used penetrations where the

absolute value of this difference was less than 308 (hori-

zontal lines, Fig. 7b). Data from the penetrations that

sampled the leading and trailing cloud edges and were

within 308 of or against the wind direction were generally

where temperatures ranged from 2208 to 2338C (Fig. 7a).

b. Instrument evaluation

Accurate measurements of the 1) LWC and IWC,

respectively, 2) relative humidity, and 3) concentrations

of ice particles are necessary for our study.

1) LIQUID AND ICE WATER CONTENT

We have evaluated the accuracy of the various probes

used to derive the presence and amount of liquid water

for ICE-L by using the King Probe measurements as

a standard, with an approximate accuracy of better than

615% (Strapp et al. 2003). The King probe has a detec-

tion threshold of about 0.05 g m23, below which noise

and drift effects from changing airspeed mask the LWC

signal. In high ice water content regions (not present in

FIG. 5. Structure of cloud measured during penetrations on 13 Dec 2007 (RF11), over Elk

Mountain, WY. Topography below the aircraft as derived from the Geographic Information

System (GIS) database is shown below 3 km. Penetration number is shown at the beginning of

each penetration. Abscissa is distance in rotated coordinate system as discussed in text. (a)

Vertical velocities, color coded, with scale shown across 3.8-km level. (b) Condensate (cloud)

locations, color coded according to where liquid water was observed with a Rosemount Icing

Probe and where ice particles were observed with a 2DC probe.
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FIG. 6. Soundings derived from measurements during penetrations by the C-130 through four wave cloud layers. The solid nearly

vertical lines represent constant water vapor mixing ratios. Dry adiabats have steeper sloping lines than moist adiabats. Locations where

liquid water as detected by the Rosemount Icing Probe (RICE), ice particles by the 2DC particle imaging probes, and where both were

observed simultaneously, are indicated. The wind speeds and directions are plotted and listed in red. Data from times designated as wave

cloud penetrations are shown.
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ICE-L), the King Probe responds to ice, raising these

detection thresholds and accuracies. The probes’ col-

lection efficiency reaches nearly unity for droplets of

10-mm diameter and, although not a problem for ICE-L,

diminishes for droplets approaching 100-mm diameter

and above because of splashing.

We evaluate those situations where there are few to

no particles detected by the 2DC probe. For these sit-

uations, the CVI probe should measure the LWC in

droplets above a ‘‘cut’’ (minimum detectable) size of

about 9-mm diameter. The CVI’s detection threshold is

about 0.01 g m23 for droplets above the cut size. The

CVI LWC’s are systematically about 20% below the

King Probe values (Fig. 8a), with no strong dependence

on the LWC. Much of the scatter observed in Fig. 8a can

be attributed to artifacts produced by hysteresis (time

lag) noted in the plumbing of the CVI when entering and

exiting cloud. Using data from the CDP probe, Fig. 8b

lists the fraction of the CDP LWC that falls in diameters

9 mm and below where the CVI cut size was set for ICE-

L. If the CDP sizing is accurate or overestimated as

suggested below, only a small percentage of the LWC is

contained within sizes below the CVI’s aerodynamic (for

unit density spheres) cut size. The LWCs derived from

the CDP are about 40% higher than those from the King

probe (Fig. 8b and the LWCs from the FSSP appear to be

even more overestimated (Fig. 8c). The FSSP concen-

trations are about 50% larger than those for the CDP,

accounting for the CDP–FSSP difference. The LWCs

derived from the RICE probe closely track the King

Probe data, although with a small overestimate (Fig. 8d).

Some of the scatter noted in Fig. 8d is due to the difficulty

of completely eliminating fluctuations in the icing probe’s

signal voltage due to C-130 airspeed fluctuations.

FIG. 7. Summary showing (a) cloud mean penetration temperatures and (b) penetration mean difference between the aircraft heading

and the layer-mean wind direction. In (b), horizontal bars show where the absolute value of the difference is 308; data above the top line

and below the bottom one are used in the analysis. Data from flights 5, 7, and 10 were not shown; these were not wave clouds. In (a), large

asterisks show where the greatest number of penetrations were nearly along or against the wind direction.
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FIG. 8. Evaluation of liquid water measurements, where King LWC is compared against (a) CVI condensed water content (CWC) and

(b)–(d) LWCs derived from the size distributions measured by the (b) CDP and (c) FSSP probes, and (d) the rate of change of voltage

measured by the Rosemount icing probe. Periods are chosen where the IWC in 2DC12DP probe sizes is greater than 0.01 g m23. In all

panels, the 1:1 (black) line and the median values of the variable on the ordinate as a function of the King LWC (yellow) are plotted and

the median ratio of the LWC from each probe to the King LWC is listed, and in (b) the legend on the right lists the median fraction of the

CDP liquid water content below the CVI cut size (%) as a function of the CVI CWC. Each plotted data point is a 1-s value from 1 of the 139

penetrations through wave clouds.
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In summary, for liquid regions, the CVI underesti-

mated the LWC by about 20%, the CDP overestimated

it by about 50%, and the FSSP overestimated it by more

than a factor of 2. The presence and amount of RICE

LW closely mirror the King Probe LWCs.

2) RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Outside of clouds, the relative humidity was derived

from the ratio of the measured mixing ratio to the mixing

ratio at saturation at the ambient temperature from

measurements taken by a Buck research cryogenic hy-

grometer and a Maycomm TDL hygrometer. The TDL

measurements were corrected for an apparent temper-

ature offset by using liquid water regions from the RICE

probe to signify an RH of about 100%. The RH mea-

surements from the TDL are a few percent higher than

for the Buck instrument; where liquid water is detected

from the RICE probe, the measurements from both

probes now agree well and are within a few percent of

100% RH (Fig. 9a). This result is further examined in

Fig. 9b, where it is noted that when RICE LW is de-

tected, the RH measurements are within a few percent

of water saturation. For the entire dataset, where RICE

LW is detected and drop concentrations from the CDP

are greater than 10 cm23, the median value of RH from

the TDL hygrometer is 100.3% and from the cryogenic

hygrometer is 100.6%. Some of the scatter in Fig. 9 is

due to different temporal responses of these in-

struments: in relative terms, the TDL is fast, RICE in-

termediate, and Buck slow.

3) PARTICLE PROBE MEASUREMENTS

There are several issues of uncertainty in concentra-

tion measurements from the particle probes. Probe sam-

ple volumes for the small particle probes at 1-Hz temporal

resolution are used in this study and require a minimum

detectable concentration of about 10 L21. For the imag-

ing probes, the sample volume at small sizes is only ap-

proximately known. Furthermore, shattering of small ice

has the potential to increase the concentrations from these

probes as an artifact. Although corrections for shattering

were conducted as in Field et al. (2006), such instances

were negligible for the ICE-L wave cloud observations.

The 2DS probe has a nominal detection size of about

20 mm whereas the fast 2DC detects particles above

about 25 mm. The 2DS probe was operating on the C-130

only for the first four flights. Measurements from the 2DS

probe, which were processed to reduce shattering, were

used to evaluate data collected by other particle probes

during ICE-L.

Figure 10 compares 2DS concentrations to those mea-

sured by other ICE-L probes in sizes from 30 to 50 mm in

diameter, partitioned according to whether in liquid or

ice (LWC , 0.01 g m23) as derived from the RICE

probe. The FSSP must be oversizing and/or responding

to shattering because the concentrations are much higher

than the 2DS probe (Fig. 10). The CDP concentrations

measured above its nominal concentration detection

threshold are reasonable (Fig. 10b). Concentrations

derived from the CPI, using the procedure developed by

Connolly et al. (2007), show little agreement with the 2DS

measurements (Fig. 10c). Using just one size bin of the

fast 2DC probe—centered on 50 mm, the smallest size that

could be reliable—a good correlation with the 2DS is

noted, but the concentrations are evidently too high, pre-

sumably because particles are sized too small and hence

the sample volume is too large.

Figure 11 compares concentrations measured by the

2DS and 2DC in approximately the same size ranges as

a means of inferring how well the 2DC, with a larger

resolution and size detection threshold, can sample

small particles. Size is defined as the maximum particle

diameter as found by fitting a circle around each 2DC

and 2DP probe image. The 2DC concentrations are likely

overestimated in its first size bin centered on 50 mm

(25–75-mm bin), as the concentrations in the 40–80-mm

range sampled by the 2DS are considerably lower

(Figs. 11a,b). The 2DC concentrations are overestimated

presumably because of an underestimated particle size,

because the corrected sample volume is proportional to

square of the particle diameter. Above 100 mm, concen-

trations between the two probes agree well, although at

low concentrations they differ, presumably because of

differences in the way that the sample volume is derived.

This comparison suggests that 1) the concentrations from

the 2DC probe above a maximum dimension of 100 mm

are likely to be accurate, and 2) the scattering probes,

sampling at a rate of 1 Hz, cannot detect ice concentra-

tions below 10 L21 and are of limited value in the anal-

ysis.

3. Results

This section addresses the two primary objectives of

this study: an evaluation of ice crystal linear and mass

growth rates relative to those predicted by theory and

observed in the laboratory; and, based on those results,

an explanation for why the total ice concentration in-

creases with time downwind of the leading cloud edge.

Our interest is in evaluating the rate of ice nucleation

and growth as they affect the breadth of the ice particle

size distribution that develops in wave clouds.

Our attention is directed to temperatures of 2208C

and below, where most of the ICE-L penetrations were

made. In laboratory studies, plate habit crystals with

etched-out regions on their sides (skeletal) were
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observed just below 2208C (RWS76; T91), changing

to hollow columns near 2238C (T91). BH04 character-

ized particles at temperatures below 2208C as plate-

like polycrystals such as side planes, plate rosettes

(spatially branched rosettes of side planes, scrolls, and

other polycrystalline habits found in BH04), overlapping

parallel plates, and irregular assemblages of plates, with

a low frequency of single plates (often large, thin, and

skeletal, or sector-like), and very low frequencies of short

columns. We find similar results: ice particle habits

comprise predominantly polycrystalline shapes, with

few regular hexagonal shapes observed (Fig. 12). The

exception was for RF12 (second cloud), with as much as

50% columns when cloud-base and cloud-top tempera-

tures were 2238 and 2268C, respectively, and ice parti-

cles neither were carried into the cloud nor fell in from

above. Side planes of the type observed by BH04 and

BH09—structures that develop from the center of ro-

settes, and from the surfaces of particles of other types as

suggested by Baker and Lawson (2006)—are observed.

Given that the shapes of the ice crystals are similar to

those studied by BH04, the effective densities should be

similar to those observed by those authors—about 0.1 g

cm23. Although we are unable to directly derive values

for re within the parts of the clouds where nucleation

is occurring for instrument-related reasons discussed

FIG. 9. Evaluation of RH measurements from ICE-L. (a) Comparison of Buck and TDL

hygrometer measurements. (b) Measured RH as a function of LWC derived from RICE probe

measurements. Colored points and vertical bars show median values along the ordinate as

a function of the value along the abscissa. Each point is a 1-s value.
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later, effective densities in the ice-dominated regions

where we could derive them are comparable to those of

BH04.

Ice crystal growth rates were derived along 13 of the

139 designated wave cloud penetrations. This subset of

the data was chosen because the penetrations were

aligned within 6308 along or against the wind direction,

and the aircraft passed through the upwind edge of the

cloud, with no evidence from the remote sensing obser-

vations of particles entering into the cloud from upwind

and without significant fallout of ice particles from above

or entering from below. Temperatures of the 850 1-s

data points during this subset of penetrations spanned

the range 2218 to 2328C, with peak updrafts reaching

3 m s21. The ambient relative humidity was usually

within a few percent of water saturation (median value of

100.3% for the TDL; 100.6% for the cryogenic hy-

grometer), although some of the RH measurements are

obviously in error as ascertained by the presence

or absence of liquid water. Time lag caused some obvi-

ous errors in the cryogenic hygrometer measurements

(Fig. 13e).

Droplet concentrations usually increased abruptly at

the leading cloud edge, although there was occasional

structure noted near the edge (Fig. 13). For reference,

1 s of aircraft time for the subset of penetrations cor-

responds to median and mean parcel transit times of 6.3

and 5.8 s, respectively. During the ;6 s of particle

growth time (corresponding to about 1 s of aircraft time)

between data points, a parcel in an updraft would have

moved vertically less than 12 m; therefore, over 1-s in-

tervals of aircraft time, the C-130 nearly followed the air

parcel streamlines.

Some period of time was required downwind of the

leading cloud edge before the 2DC probe first registered

particles (Figs. 13a,b). (For continuity throughout the

various flights, the 2DC rather than 2DS data were used.)

Thereafter, concentrations increased downwind. Often

the ice region was vertically thin; thus, in the descending

branch of the wave—we call it the ‘‘ice tail’’—the ice was

often carried in downdrafts to below the aircraft level

(Fig. 13e; see also Fig. 15). Consistency was usually noted

among the RH measurements, droplet concentrations,

and vertical velocities, with the previously noted time

FIG. 10. Comparison of concentration measurements from the 2DS in the size (maximum dimension) range

30–50 mm during ICE-L, to those derived in the same size range from the (a) FSSP, (b) CDP, (c) CPI, and (d) 2DC,

but for one size bin centered at 50 mm. Median values per concentration interval are indicated. Each point is a 1-s

average from ‘‘designated’’ wave cloud penetrations from flights RF01-RF04. Red points denote where liquid water

is measured.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of concentrations measured by the 2DC and 2DS probes for all 5-s average size distributions where data from both

probes were obtained from designated wave cloud penetrations from RF1-RF4, (a) for the 40–80-mm size (maximum) range, plotted as

a series of points, and (b)–(f) as scatterplots in five particle size (maximum) ranges, with median values of the ratio of 2DS/2DC con-

centration shown.
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lag observed for the cryogenic hygrometer data (Figs.

13a,e). Note that the 2DC PSDs 100 mm and above are

used in the analysis, except where noted, because of

questions related to the measured concentrations and

sizing of sub-100-mm particles.

a. Derived growth rates

1) LINEAR GROWTH RATES

Our most direct measurement of growth rates was from

the change in particle size with time downwind of the

leading cloud edge. For each 1 s of sampling by the 2DC

probe during a penetration, we derived the cumulative

distributions of the number concentration with size and

of the ice water content with size, normalized by the total

amounts, to find the median number and mass-weighted

diameters Dn and Dm, respectively, and the maximum

measured particle size Dmax (Fig. 13b). The Dn and Dm

values are derived from interpolation of these 1-s cumu-

lative values using a boxcar smoothing method to miti-

gate possible errors due to the sample size.

Linear growth rates are derived from the change in

the 1-s smoothed values of Dn, Dm, and Dmax along the

wind direction, in liquid water regions. By taking 1-s time

increments, errors resulting from new nucleation, probe

size detection thresholds, and crossing of streamlines are

minimized. The time available for growth in those 1-s

intervals is derived from the horizontal wind velocity,

accounting for the difference in the C-130 heading and the

wind direction and whether the penetration is along or

against the wind. Linear growth rates (Fig. 14) are com-

parable to those derived at conditions of water saturation

by BH04 (although no size dependence was found), yet

are relatively large if compared to extrapolation of the

RWS76 and T91 values to temperatures lower than ob-

served in their experiments (see Fig. 1b). This is consistent

with the higher vapor diffusivity present in the results of

BH04 obtained at lower pressures than those used by

RWS76 and T91, which should result in larger growth rates.

The rates show a tendency to decrease with temperature,

not unlike those measured by BH04 (Fig. 2a). We do not

find any dependence of the linear growth rate on size in our

data. Measurement accuracy in our dataset might have

impeded the ability to detect size-dependent trends.

To examine further the linear growth rate estimates,

we focus on one case, RF12 (cloud 2), when a vertically

thin and short (along wind) liquid cloud layer was pene-

trated numerous times along and against the wind direction

FIG. 12. Example images of ice particles sampled on four flights during ICE-L.
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FIG. 13. Example of data collected during a penetration through a wave cloud during RF03: cloud 2, penetration 6.

Times are derived along the wind (direction shown with arrow), as discussed in the text. (a) Concentrations from

droplet probes. (b) Number and mass weighted mean diameters Dn and Dm and maximum diameter Dmax from fast

2DC probe, with penetration-average rate of increase of D with time shown. (c) LWC from the CDP probe and ice

water content derived from the PSDs and density–size relationship [Eq. (2)], and time derivatives of the IWC and

water content assuming spherical liquid particles [legend shown in (d)]. (d) As in (c), but filtered with a 20-point filter.

(e) Left axis: RH measured by the Buck hygrometer and TDL probes and where the RICE probe shows the presence

of liquid water (Calcs); right axis: vertical velocity. (f) Diffusion and accretion growth rates of particles sampled at

each 1 s by the 2DC probe, using equations developed in the appendix.
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(Figs. 15 and 16). Although there was a broad region of

updraft upwind of the liquid cloud layer, condensation

occurred near the crest of the wave (Figs. 16a–d and 17,

left panels), with the active ice production and growth

layer occurring in a vertically thin layer (Fig. 15), pre-

sumably where the air trajectories were relatively flat.

Total ice concentrations increased downwind from the

edge of the liquid cloud (Fig. 17, left panels), and transit

FIG. 14. Linear growth rates derived from the subset of penetrations meeting the criteria described in the text,

plotted as a function of temperature in intervals of the mean number-weighted maximum diameter Dn listed at the

top of each panel. Each data point is derived from the change in the growth rate over 1 s of aircraft time or about 5 s

of growth time. Error bars and standard deviations are shown. Results from laboratory studies are shown where

possible.
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times of the air through the liquid cloud are only about

170 s (Fig. 17, left). The maximum crystal size in the pen-

etrations was approximately 250 mm.

We use the PSDs from this case to estimate the linear

growth rates. Given that there was no ice observed up-

wind of the liquid cloud and the concentrations ramped

up quickly after the first 100-mm 2D probe particles were

observed, we can estimate the time to reach 100 mm as

the approximate time from the leading liquid cloud edge;

linear growth rates were about 1 mm s21 (see Fig. 16). If

we use the first detection of 2D particles (about 50 mm)

at the leading cloud edge and consider growth times in

the spatial distance to the first detection of 100-mm par-

ticles, we also find comparable growth rates. The first

particles were observed with the CPI probe further down-

stream than for the 2D particles; this is due to the much

larger sample volume of the 2DC over the CPI probe. Of

course, it is also possible that some small ice particles

may have been carried upward to the aircraft level along

trajectories, where they were then sampled by the 2D

probes. However, the trajectories are nearly flat within

the liquid cloud layer and air transit times are short.

Assuming that the 100-mm particles became those ob-

served in larger bins, we can shift the concentrations in

those bins until the time at which they approximately

match the concentrations in the 100-mm bin. The change

in the particle size between midpoints of the bins and the

time shift yields the approximate growth rates. Although

there are a number of error sources in these estimates,

they yield approximate linear growth rates on the order

of 1 mm s21.

2) MASS GROWTH RATES

The time rate of increase of the ice water content down-

wind of the leading cloud edge should equate to the mass

growth rate of the ice particle population, assuming that

the penetration is approximately along the airflow (stream-

lines). This section compares the observed and calculated

rates of increase in the IWC during penetrations to de-

termine whether the observations are consistent with this

conceptual view.

For each 1-s PSD, we calculate the IWC from

IWC(g m23) 5 �Nlmi, (1)

where the summation of the concentrations per size bin

Ni is across all size bins; and the particle mass is given by

m 5 (p/6)D3re, where the effective density is taken to be

FIG. 15. Radar and lidar observations obtained during upwind penetration (pen. 4) for the

second cloud sampled during RF12, from 1831:31 (right) to 1836:00 UTC (left). The winds are

from right to left in the figure (the aircraft headed in a direction from downwind to upwind).

(top) Radar reflectivity as a function of time, shown at distance above and below the aircraft;

the C-130 path is at a height of 0 km. (middle) Lidar backscattered power (relative), with the

lidar looking upward, as a function of time. (bottom) Lidar depolarization ratio, viewing

upward.
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re(g cm23) 5 0:0056D(cm)21:1. (2)

Equation (2) derives from the relationship tested by

Brown and Francis (1995) and yields their m(D) re-

lationship. This relationship tests well against direct

measurements of the IWC when applied to PSDs

for ice-only and mixed-phase clouds generated by

large-scale lift (and not convection) at temperatures

of 2108C and below, not unlike the ICE-L condi-

tions. Equation (2) yields densities that are above

0.91 g cm23 for sizes below 97 mm; re is capped at

0.91 g cm23.

FIG. 16. Vertical velocities vs time during four penetrations along or against the wind in RF12. Locations where 2D

probe particles 100 mm and above, cloud droplets as measured by the CDP and detected by the RICE probe, and the

first five CPI particles were detected are shown along the vertical velocity traces.
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FIG. 17. Observations and analysis of the ice concentrations with distance from upwind to downwind for two

penetrations from the second cloud sampled during RF12. Temperatures range from 220.68 to 224.68C. (left)

Vertical velocity (dashed, left axis) and ice concentration (.100 mm solid, right). Hatched regions show locations

of liquid water. Relative distance (abscissa) is distance relative to the first detection of liquid cloud. (right) Size-

dependent concentrations, color coded as shown, with those sizes 150 mm and above shifted to the left by the time

needed to fit the observations for the first (100 mm) size bin, yielding a growth rate. The growth rate derived for the

100-mm bin is the time required for the first detection of particles in that size bin. Relative growth time (abscissa) is

time along wind from the left axis, with the liquid edge at a time of about 100 s.
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The IWCs for both mixed-phase and ice-only regions

are calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) (Fig. 13c). CVI data

are not used to estimate the IWCs because of concerns

about the CVI enhancement and shadowing calculations

on the C-130 and further because the CVI CWCs are

mostly dominated by the LWCs for more than 80% of the

periods intensively studied. These IWCs are smoothed

to reduce statistical fluctuations caused by the use of

1-Hz data (Fig. 13d); short growth times rather than

long-term averaging are needed to reduce uncertainties

related to crossing streamlines. Time derivatives of

the smoothed IWCs, at 1-s C-130 time increments,

are used to derive the rates of increase of the IWCs

(Fig. 13d).

The calculated rate of increase in the IWC with dis-

tance downwind (the mass growth rate of the ice particle

population) was compared to the mass growth rates for

the same population of particles derived from theory

(Fig. 13f). For simplicity, we assume that ice particles

grow spherically, with a shape factor (capacitance) taken

to be C 5 0.3D [after Westbrook et al. (2008) for plates

and rosettes with aspect ratios of ,3] and consider the

enhancement in growth due to ventilation (see the ap-

pendix). An estimate of the ice supersaturation and hence

the relative humidity is needed for the calculations. In

liquid water regions as determined by the RICE data, it

was assumed that the RH was 100% with respect to wa-

ter (Fig. 13e, Calcs, a reasonable first approximation).

Growth rates through accretion are considered, using

the measured droplet size distributions to estimate col-

lection efficiency and the liquid water contents; these

rates were typically an order of magnitude below the

mass rates and are not considered further. This conclu-

sion is also reached by viewing the CPI particle imagery

for the cases studied and is largely supported by obser-

vations in wave clouds of the onset size for riming of

columns and rosettes. Baker and Lawson (2006) showed

that the onset size for riming onset for columns is about

150–300-mm length (width is a better predictor of

this size but not how our data are analyzed) and for

rosettes is 100–300 mm in maximum dimension. Sig-

nificant riming, contributing significantly to mass, oc-

curs when pristine ice reaches 200–400 mm, depending

on the habit. Therefore, our mass estimates based pri-

marily on diffusion growth are valid for the early growth

(out to 200–400 mm), which comprises most instances we

have studied.

The IWCs and mass growth rate calculations rely on

the measured PSDs; therefore, errors in the measurement

of the PSDs affect both calculations in the same way. The

theoretical expressions are developed in terms of ice mass

growth rates and do not assume an ice mass density.

Because the IWCs are derived from the assumed

effective density, errors in the effective density would

show up in the calculated IWCs but not the growth rates.

The ice mass growth rates via diffusion as derived from

theory are uniformly smaller than the time rate of in-

crease in the IWC (Fig. 18a). We attribute the factor of

41 discrepancies between the theoretical rates and the

rate of increase in the calculated IWC (see dashed line,

Fig. 18a) to be largely due to low densities of the ICE-L

particles at small sizes. The capacitance term might be in

error but is not likely to be a factor of 4 too large.

If the mass growth rate calculations are accurate, they

provide a means of estimating the effective densities.

Specifically, the time rate of increase in the IWC should

correspond to the calculated dm/dt. In Fig. 18b, the ef-

fective densities that agree with the calculations are esti-

mated. Values for re ; 0.05 g cm23 are much lower than

those found in the ice-only regions where direct IWC

measurements were made, and they are about half of those

found by RWS76 and T91 at temperatures near 2208C

and by BH04 at lower temperatures.

By applying these ice densities to linear growth rate

calculations, we find a good match between calculated

linear growth rates and the observed values, providing

a consistency between calculated mass growth rates and

IWCs, and calculated and observed linear growth rates.

We therefore conclude that the ice densities are smaller

than those derived from the PSDs and measured IWCs

in the sublimation regions of the wave clouds.

b. Locations and rates of ice nucleation

It is very difficult to demonstrate whether ice nucle-

ation is time dependent in natural clouds from labora-

tory observations because the mix of ice nuclei used in the

laboratory might not be representative of natural con-

ditions. The increase in the fraction of the total ice con-

centrations observed with distance downwind of the

liquid water edge for the very simple case associated with

RF12 could suggest that ice nucleation is time dependent,

occurring over periods of 150 s (Fig. 19a). Alternatively,

this increase with downwind distance could also be due to

differential growth rates, since polycrystalline forms were

observed together with columns (Fig. 12, RF12).

We explore the differential growth hypothesis to see if

it can explain the observations shown in Fig. 19a. Each 1-s

PSD across the two RF12 penetrations is used to esti-

mate where the particles could have originated, with

different assumed growth rates. Taking the particle size

to correspond with the midpoint of the first reliable size

bin (75–125 mm), we trace back where that concentration

may have originated. We use four linear diameter D

versus time t relationships for the backtracked trajectory

calculations, where time is converted to negative distance

using the mean wind speed across the penetration.
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As input into the mass and linear growth rate calcu-

lations in the appendix, we assume constant tempera-

tures from 2208 to 2358C, a relative humidity of 100%,

a pressure–temperature T relationship developed from

the ICE-L dataset to derive the pressure f(T ), and an ice

effective density to be given by Eq. (2). Note that the re

values are 0.91 g cm23 throughout almost the entire

0–100-mm size range. The following two relationships ex-

press the results of the linear growth rate calculations

from the appendix assuming a density given by Eq. (2):

(a) D 5 (1:64 2 0:0374T)t0:61 called Assumption-1:

The following equation is as in (a), but for re 5 0.1 g cm23

for all sizes, yielding

(b) D 5 (22:16 1 0:261T)t0:49 called Assumption-2.

The following two expressions assume constant linear

growth rates expressing the bounds of the results from

the observations:

(c) D 5 (1:4 mm s21)t called Assumption-3,

(d) D 5 (0:7 mm s21)t called Assumption-4, one-half

that amount given by (c).

Differential growth rates bounded by (c) and (d) are

used to account for habit variability—polycrystalline forms

observed together with columns (Fig. 12, RF12)—and the

spread observed in the linear growth rates (Fig. 14). To

FIG. 18. (a) Mass growth rates derived from measurements compared to theory. Points are

selected as in Fig. 14. Temperatures range from 2218 to 2328C. Lines showing 1:1 curve and

median value of the discrepancies are shown. (b) Ice particle effective density required for the

theory and observations to agree.
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grow to 100 mm, an ice crystal at T 5 2228C will require (a)

430, (b) 40, (c) 71, and (d) 142 s, corresponding to average

growth rates of 0.23, 2.5, 1.4 and 0.7 mm s21, respectively.

Figures 17b and 17c show the calculated starting

positions of the 100-mm particles as a function of their

concentration observed through the penetrations. As

shown in Fig. 15, this is a case where the air trajectories are

nearly flat; at the crest of the wave. Assumption-1 is in-

consistent with the observations: the ice particles would

have had to originate far upstream of the first remotely

sensed locations of hydrometeors at the leading liquid

cloud edge. Assumption-2 is plausible, but the crystals

do not begin at the leading edge where ice nucleus

measurements (Part II) suggest that ice crystals should

have been produced as soon as water saturation was

reached. Growth rates via that assumption are therefore

too fast. Assumption-3 and -4 produce results that can

explain the observations: the first ice observed could

have had high linear growth rates and slower rates ac-

counted for most of the ice.

In summary, although we cannot rule out delayed nu-

cleation as the factor responsible for the steady increase

FIG. 19. Observations and calculations of the ice concentration with distance from upwind to

downwind for two penetrations from the second cloud sampled during RF12. (a) Fraction of

peak total concentration as a function of time from the leading cloud edge. Backtracked

starting positions of particles observed in the 100 (75–125)-mm size bin, shown as a function of

the observed concentration for penetration (b) 4 and (c) 7. Starting position and concentration

of particles observed in 100 (75–125)-mm size bin for each 1-s PSD, backtracked assuming four

linear growth rates. Hatched regions show locations of liquid water.
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in the total number concentration with distance down-

wind, variability in the growth rates by only a factor of 2

and the associated habit variations can fully account for

the increase in the total number concentration with dis-

tance into the liquid water region.

4. Summary and conclusions

Orographic wave clouds can provide a natural, laboratory-

like environment for the study of microphysical processes

and for evaluating measurements from airborne probes

over a wide range of temperatures and pressures. With

well-posed research problems and instrumentation de-

signed to provide the required measurements, signifi-

cant progress can be made in tackling problems that are

difficult to measure in the laboratory.

Here, lenticular wave clouds are used to estimate the

linear and mass growth rates of ice particles, at temper-

atures from 2208 to 2328C and pressures from 400 to

600 hPa, where laboratory observations of growth rates

for freely suspended ice particles have not been conducted,

and to deduce the rate of ice production at nearly constant

temperatures and at water saturation at a nearly con-

stant temperature, a challenging laboratory measurement

problem. A distinction should be made, however, in that

the light riming of the wave cloud crystals above the

threshold size for riming could have enhanced the diffu-

sional growth of thin ice structures with higher linear

growth rates. For the early growth of ice particles—out to

300 or 400 mm in maximum diameter when riming in

supercooled cloud could become significant—ice crystal

growth rates measured in wave clouds may apply to a

broad range of supercooled clouds globally (adjusted for

atmospheric pressure), just as would observations in the

laboratory. The observations would not apply to vigorous

convection where ice crystals are transported through wide

temperature ranges during their early growth.

Linear growth rates for particles from about 100 to

400 mm are found to be larger than expected, which we

conclude is due to ice particle effective densities that are

lower than have been assumed by extrapolation of earlier

observations for warmer temperatures (e.g., RWS76) and

through use of the widely used Brown and Francis (1995)

relationship. The low densities may be accounted for by

thin, elongated ice structures that develop from light

riming on the surfaces of the ice particles, leading to side

plane–type ice crystals, with the randomness of the

process leading to a spectrum of ice particle densities for

a given particle size. To use wave clouds as a means of

determining linear growth dimensions for the first

100–200 mm of growth requires high-resolution images

of the ice particles, now possible with such probes as the

2DS (Lawson et al. 2006). Also required are accurate

values of the mass of ,200-mm particles, something that

cannot be readily achieved with probes such as the CVI

as configured because they are not sensitive enough to

detect very low values of the ice water content and cannot

readily differentiate ice from liquid. Having a CVI with

a longer-path water vapor sensor and a dual ‘‘cut’’

(minimum detectable) size could provide this capability.

Collecting ice particles on oil-coated slides, as has been

performed previously (Cooper and Vali 1981), could

surmount this problem. Mass growth rates can be com-

pared directly to theory, but again the limitation is not

being able to measure the ice water content directly; di-

rectly collecting ice particles could provide the needed

information. The use of remote sensing data—such as

upward- and downward-viewing lidar and radar that are

well calibrated—could be used to provide some of the

necessary information, at least when both are able to detect

the thin ice layers and tails that develop from wave clouds.

Differentiating variability in growth rates and the rates

of ice nucleation with isothermal conditions and water

saturation requires high-resolution cloud particle imagery

with well-characterizable sample volumes and instruments

that can sample ice nuclei either in situ or upwind of cloud

layers and expose the nuclei to varying periods in liquid

water regions. Both factors can lead to significant broad-

ening of the particle size distributions and are therefore

important measurements for improving the representation

of ice growth processes in models. Although we can ac-

count for the apparent increase in particle concentration

with transit time in the liquid water regions by a factor of 2

variance in ice growth rates, we were unable to derive the

contribution because of delayed ice nucleation rates.
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APPENDIX

Ice Diffusion and Accretion Growth Rates

Mass and linear growth rates can be derived from (see

Pruppacher and Klett 1997, hereafter PK97):

dmi/dt 5 4pCG9SiF, (A1)

dma/dt 5 AcE(LWC)Vt. (A2)
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where dmi/dt and dma/dt are the growth rates through

diffusion and accretion, respectively, for single particles,

C is the ice crystal shape factor, G9 a temperature-

and pressure-dependent parameter, and F the ventila-

tion coefficient (see PK97); also, Ac is the cross-sectional

area, E the collection efficiency of the ice particles

for droplets (size dependent, see PK97), D the max-

imum particle dimension, and Vt the terminal veloc-

ity. As an approximation, C ’ 0.3D (Westbrook et al.

2008).

The value of re, the ice effective density (crystal mass/

volume), can be represented in power-law form as re 5

aDb [see Eq. (2)]. If we assume that dma/dt is generally

small compared to dmi/dt in the wave cloud penetrations

and re is not time dependent, then

dD/dt 5 [6/(pabDb21)] dmi/dt. (A3)

For a population of ice particles, the linear and mass

growth rates can be written as

dmi/dt 5 4pG9SiSNlCiFi and (A4)

dD/dt 5 [6/(pabDb21)] dm/dt, (A5)

where Ni is the concentration of particles in size bin i and

the summation is taken over all size bins i. The param-

eters need to calculate the ventilation coefficient and

collection efficiency are presented in PK97.
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